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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an associative algebra, finite-dimensional over a field F. Let R 
denote the radical of A, and assume that A/R is separable, so that one has 
the usual Wedderburn-Malcev theory, i.e., A = S + R, 5’ a separable 
subalgebra of A, and any two such S’s are conjugate in A via conjugation 
by an element 1 - X, x in R (see Ref. [l]). Such an S is called a Wedderburn 
factor of A. For an operator set 0 on A, one is interested in studying the 
existence and uniqueness of Wedderburn factors which are 0 invariant. 
The two main cases studied to date are where 0 = G, a group of auto- 
morphisms of A, or 0 = L, a Lie algebra of derivations of A. 
For existence results for G, see Refs. [4, 6, 8, 9, 107, the main positive 
results holding when G is completely reducible of characteristic zero, or 
finite of order prime to the characteristic of F. For existence results for L, 
see Ref. [2], the result holding for L completely reducible of characteristic 
zero. For uniqueness results for G, see Ref. [7], where it is shown that if G 
is completely reducible (no restriction on the characteristic of F),.then any 
two G-invariant Wedderburn factors of A are conjugate by 1 - X, where 
x is a G-fixed point in R. For uniqueness results for L, see Ref. [2], where 
it is shown that if L is completely reducible, and if R is L-invariant, then 
any two L-invariant Wedderburn factors of A are conjugate by I - X, 
where .I^ is an L-constant in R, i.e., D(x) = 0 for D in L. There is no restriction 
on the characteristic of F here either, but if this characteristic is zero, then 
R is always L-invariant. In the case of characteristic zero, the group and 
Lie algebra cases are related by the usual correspondence between algebraic 
groups and Lie algebras. 
In this paper, we generalize the operator set to a suitable type of Hopf 
algebra H. For 0 = G, H would be the group algebra F(G). For 0 = L, 




H would be the universal enveloping (Birkhoff-Witt) algebra U(L). Note 
that in general His not finite-dimensional. We will here obtain a uniqueness 
result for H-invariant Wedderburn factors which generalizes the two 
uniqueness results mentioned above. In the last section we point out the 
consequences of our assumptions on H. It turns out that H is the smash 
product (see Ref. [Sj) of HI, the irreducible component of 1, with a group 
algebra. In the case of characteristic zero, H1 is a universal enveloping 
algebra of a Lie algebra. However, our proof of the uniqueness theorem 
for H is direct, and does not rely on the previous theorem for G and L. 
We do not treat the existence question for H-invariant Wedderburn factors 
here. While it seems likely that the previous results for G and L completely 
reducible of characteristic zero can be reproved using the connections 
between algebraic groups, Lie algebras, and Hopf algebras, (see Ref. [3]), 
it is not clear if this approach will settle the major unresolved question 
of whether for positive characteristic, a completely reducible group G of 
automorphisms of -4 will leave invariant a Wedderburn factor of A. 
2. THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
Let H be a bialgebra over F. We follow the terminology of Ref. [5l. H has 
a multiplication, a unit 1, a comultiplication d which is an algebra map 
from H to H @ H, and a counit E, which is an algebra map from H to F. 
We use the notation of Ref. [5], so LJ(h) = Ca lz, @ h, for 12 in H. It will 
turn out that our further assumptions on H will imply that H is a Hopf 
algebra, i.e., a bialgebra with an antipode S mapping H to H satisfying 
& S(h,)h, = e(h)1 = xh h,S(h,) for all h in H. 
For our finite-dimensional associative algebra A over F, we will assume 
that d is an H-module algebra, i.e., there is a composition H @ A + A 
satisfying h(l) = c(h)1 and h(aB) = Ck h,(a) h,(b) for h in H, a, b in A, as 
well as the usual (unital) H-module conditions. The first set of conditions 
is described by saying H measures A to A. 
An element g of H is called group-like if Og = g @g. Let G(H) denote 
the group-like elements of H. An element p of H is called primitive if 
Op = 1 @ p + p @ 1. The primitive elements P(H) of H form a Lie 
algebra under the bracket product. We are going to assume that the elements 
of G(H) are invertible in H, and that H is generated (as an algebra) by 
G(H) and P(H). In the next section, we shall note the implications of these 
assumptions on the structure of H. We can now state our uniqueness result. 
THEOREM. Let A be a finite-dimensional associative algebra with radical R 
such that A/R is separable. Let H be a bialgebra such that G(H) is a group, 
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and such that H is generated as an algebra by G(H) and P(H). Let A be a 
completely reducible H-module algebra such that R is H-ifzvariant. Then any 
two H-invaliant Wedderburn factors of A are conjugate by a?$ element 1 - x7 
where x is an H-jixed point of R, i.e., h(x) = E(h)x for ail h .irz H. 
Proof. Let S and T be the two H-invariant Wedderburn factors of A. 
We first assume that R’ = 0. Let y be in R so that conjugation C,-, by 
1 - y carries S onto T. Then for all s in S, we have 
CleY(S) == (I - y)s(l - y)-1 = (1 - y)s( 1 + y) = s -f sy - ys. 
So we have 
s + sy - ys is in T for all s in S. 
Applying h in H to (l), we get 
4s) i- c h,(s) h(y) - c h,(y) b(s) is in T. 
h h 
Replacing s by Iz(s) in (1) yields 
h(s) + h(s)y - yh(s) is in T. 
Let C denote the center of A. We assert that h( y) - c(h) y is in R n C. 
First let h be in G(H). Then 
h(s) + h(s) h(y) - h(y) h(s) is in T. 
Subtracting (3) from (2’) yields 
h(s)(h(y) - y) - (h(y) - y) h(s) is in T. 
Since h(y) is in R and T n R = 0, we have 
w 
(4’) 
[h(y) - Y, WI = 0. (jr) 
Since h is invertible, Jr(s) is arbitrary in S, so that /2(y) - y centralizes S. 
Since R2 = 0, h(y) - y = h(y) - l (h)y is in R n C. 
Now let h be in P(H). Then (2) becomes 
h(s) + h(s)y + sh(y) - h(y)s - yh(s) is in T. 
Subtracting (3) from (2”) yields 
sh(y) - h(y)s is in T, 
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and since A(y) is in R and R n T = 0, we have 
MY), $1 = 0. (5”) 
Hence h(y) centralizes S, and since R” = 0, h(y) = h(y) - E(A) y is in 
R n C. 
We have proved our assertion for h in G(H) and li in P(H). Now we 
show that K = {h in H 1 h(y) - c(h) y is in R n C} is a subalgebra of H. 
Since this subalgebra contains G(H) and P(H), it must be all of H. We 
first note that C is H-invariant, since it is easy to see that C is G(H)-invariant 
and P(H)-invariant. (We use here that G(H) is a group.) It is clear that K 
is a subspace of H. Let h, h’ be in K. Then 
Chh’)(y) - <(hh’)y = h(h’(y)) - E(R) e(h’)y 
= h(h’(y)) - 40 h(y) + 4’) h(y) - 44 4h’)y 
= h(h’(y) - e(h’)y) + E(h’)(h(y) - <(h)y) is in R r\ C, 
so that hh’ is in K. Since 1 is in K, K is a subalgebra, and our assertion 
is proved. 
Since R n C is H-invariant, we write R = (R n C) @ U, where U is 
an H-invariant subspace. Let y = c + x, c in R n C, x in U. Then for h in H, 
h(x) - e(h)x = h(y) - c(A) y - h(c) + c(h)c is in R n C n U = 0, so that 
x is H-fixed. Since C,-, = Cr+,Cr-, = C,-, , x is the desired element. 
Now we let R2 # 0. We consider 3 = AIR2, which has radical a = R/R’. 
Since H measures R to R, R2 is H-invariant, and 2 is a completely reducible 
H-module algebra, with s = (S + R”)/R2 and T = (T + R2)/R2 as H- 
invariant Wedderburn factors. By the case just proved, there is an H-fixed 
element y in i? such that C1+(S) = T. Then we have h(y) - e(h) y in R2 
for all h in H. Write R = R2 @ Iv, W an H-invariant subspace. Let 
y = r + m, Y in R2, w in T17. Then, for h in H, 
h(w) - E(h)w = h(y) - E(h)y - h(r) + c(h)r is in R” n W = 0, 
so that w is H-fixed. Since ZZ = y, we have C&s) = T, i.e., 
C,-,(S) + R2 = T + R2. 
Now we note that C,-,U is an H-automorphism of A. Let u = 1 - zu 
which is H-fixed. Apply k in H to ZJ+ = 1 to get ‘& h,(u) h,(o-l) = 
h(1) = Al, so Al = Ch E(~J vh,(v-l) = v Ch (oh,) = vh(+), 
so that A(~-1) = c(h)+, and ~-1 is H-fixed. Now for a in A, 
h&z+) = 1 h,(a) h,(a) h@) = 1 E(hl) vh,(n) h&-l) = c vh,(a) h&-l) 
h h h 
= 1 vh,(a) I w-l = uh(a) v-l, 
so that C, = C,-, is an H-automorphism of A. 
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It follows that C,-,(S) and T are H-invariant Wedderburn factors of the 
completely reducible W-module algebra T + RZ. By induction on the dimen- 
sion of A, there is an H-fixed element x in Rs such that C,J,+,(S) = T. 
Set x = u! + 4 - zuz, so that C,-,(S) = T. Clearly the set of H-fixed 
points in ,4 is a subspace. Our conclusion follows by noting it is a subalgebra. 
So let 12 be in H, w and x H-fixed. Then 
This proves the theorem. 
We now indicate how this generalizes the result for a completely reducible 
group G of automorphisms of A4 in Ref. [7]. Let H be the group algebra 
F(G), with G as group-like elements. Then His certainly generated (in fact, 
spanned) by G(H). A is an H-module algebra as the elements of G act 
multiplicatively on A. -4 is H-completely reducible since G spans H. R is 
automatically H-invariant. Thus any two G-invariant Wedderburn factors 
are EJ-invariant, and so conjugate by an H-fixed element of R. But this is 
precisely the same as a G-fixed element of R. 
Finally we indicate how this generalizes the result for a completely 
reducible Lie algebra L of derivations of A leaving R invariant, in Ref. [2]. 
Let H = U(L), the universal enveloping algebra of L, with L among the 
primitive elements. H is generated by L, and so by P(H). A is an H module 
by the Birkhoff-Witt theory. It is easy to see that the set of elements in H 
satisfying the measuring condition for A is a subalgebra of EE, the essential 
calculation being 
(hk)jab) = @(ab)) = h(C k,(a) k,(b)) = 2 ~,(~,(~)) .wq~)) 
h,k hk 
Since the generators L of H are primitives acting as derivations on A, it 
follows that A is an H-module algebra. Since L and H have the same sub- 
modules in A, 14 is H-completely reducible. Thus any two L-invariant 
Wedderburn factors of A are H-invariant, and so conjugate by an H-fixed 
element x of R. But then for D in L, we have D(x) = E(D)% = 0, i.e., x is 
an L-constant. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF X 
In this section, we assume familiarity with the results in Ref. [5]. We 
assume that H is generated by G(H) and P(H), and that G(H) is a group. 
First of all, H is cocommutative since it is generated as an algebra by 
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cocommutative elements, For g in G = G(H), let Hg be the irreducible 
component of H containing g, i.e., containing Fg as unique simple sub- 
coalgebra. The HQ are distinct, and their sum is a direct sumK = Cginc @ Hg 
(Theorem 8.0.5 of Ref. [5]). HgHh C HQ”, so K is a subalgebra. If p E P(H), 
then Fl + F’ is an irreducible subcoalgebra containing 1, so that p is in Hr. 
Since g is in Hg, it follows that K> G(H) u P(H), so that K = H = 
CginG @ Hg. NOW H’, h’ h. . d ‘bl h w rc IS rrre UCI e, as a unique simple subcoalgebra, 
viz., Fg, which is one-dimensional, so that Hg is pointed. Hence His pointed 
by Proposition 8.0.3 of Ref. [5]. S ince G(H) is a group, H is a Hopf algebra 
by Proposition 9.2.5 of Ref. [5]. Th en by Theorem 8.1.5 of Ref. [5], H is 
Hopf algebra isomorphic to the smash product H1 # F(G), where F(G) is 
the group algebra of G over F. 
Here H1 is an F(G)-module algebra via g(h) = g//g-l. The multiplication 
in H1 #F(G) is given by (h #g)(h’ #g’) = hg(h’) #gg’, and the unit is 
1 # 1. The comultiplication is given by 4(h #g) = Ch (h, #g) @ (ha #g), 
and the counit is the sharp-product of the restriction of E to NI with the 
trace map on F(G). If 5’ is the antipode on H, and s the antipode of 
H1 #F(G), then S(h #g) = g-l(S(h)) #g-l. With this structure, it is easy 
to check that the mapping $ of H1 #F(G) to H given by #(h #g) = hg is 
a Hopf algebra map. Since our starting hypotheses are of a different nature 
than those of Theorem 8.1.5 of Ref. [5], we sketch a direct proof that # is 
bijective. We have H = CginG @ Hg. For g in G, right multiplication R, 
by g on H is a coalgebra automorphism. By Theorem 8.0.8 of Ref. [5], 
Rg acts on the set of irreducible components of H, so that Rg(H1) is an 
irreducible component of H containing g, and R,(Hl) = Hg, i.e., Hg = H1g 
and H = xginc 0 pg. NOW 
Hl#F(G) = H1# 1 @Fg= 1 @(W#g). 
ginG sinC 
Since #(HI #g) = Hlg, and since #J is clearly bijective between H1 #g 
and Hlg, it follows that # is a bijection. 
As a corollary of this proof, we note that H1 is generated by P(H). For 
let H be the subalgebra of Hl generated by P(H). f7 is a bialgebra. Consider 
the restriction of # to the subsmash product A # F(G). Since its image con- 
tains P(H) and G, the image is H. Now if k is in HI, say h = zj(CginG h, #g) 
for h, in R. But Jz = #(h # 1). S ince # is injective and the elements of G 
are linearly independent, we have h = h, is in l7, so that H1 = f7. 
Finally, we note that if F has characteristic zero, then W1 is isomorphic 
as a Hopf algebra to U(P(H)), the universal enveloping algebra of P(H), 
by Theorem 13.0.1 of Ref. [5]. In this case, the fact that EP is generated 
by P(H) = P(H1) is clear. However, when F has positive characteristic, 
then since we have proved that H1 is generated by P(W), we may cite 
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Proposition 132.3 of Ref. [5] to conclude that H’ is isomorphic as a Hopf 
algebra to the restricted universal enveloping algebra of P(H). 
To summarize, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. Let H be a &algebra mer a jieid F such that ( 1) H is generated 
as ala algebra by G(H) and P(H), and (2) G(H) is a group. Then H is a Hopf 
algebra, and H is isorno~phic as a Hopf algebra to the mash product H” #F(G), 
where HI is the irreducible component of H contaking 1, F(G) is the group 
algebra qf G = G(H) oaer F, and G acts on H1 by conjugation. If the charac- 
teyistic of i; is zero, then H1 is Hopf-algebra isomorphic to the universal 
ewelopi?tg algebra U(P(H)) of P(H). If F h as osi ive characteristic, thex HI p t 
is Hopf-aigebjca isomorphic to the rest&ted mi~ersal enveloping algebra of P(H). 
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